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WHO SHOULD BE BORN: IS PROCREATION A RIGHT? 

by Daniel Callahan 

Culturally, we live in a strange age, which has still to leap one 

way or another. On the one hand, the Individualism bequeathed us by the en

lightment, laissez-faire economics, and existentialism (to mention only a few 

sources) has never been so strong. Each person, this Individualism asserts, 

should be left free to act as he sees fit, with minimal interference from the 

state. On the other hand, the drive for community, for corporate responsibility, 

for mutual co-interdependence has rarely been so strong either. Each person, 

this cormiunltarlan drive asserts, should recognize that he lives within a tight 

web of mutual responsibility and obligation; neither rugged individualism nor 

single-minded crusades for personal self-realization can lead to a genuine human 

community. 

That these two cultural movements are now engaged in a great struggle 

can hardly be doubted. But the eventual resolution of the struggle is far from 

being clear. The daily battle reports bring some confusing results. On the 

economic front, old-fashioned dog-eat-dog capitalism is being put to rout by 

the welfare state. On the civil liberties front, there seems to be a stalemate. 

In the prisons, iron-fisted law and order is being imposed by gun and club, 

backed up by crusades against crime in the streets. But in the physician's 

office, the taboos against contraception and abortion are now disappearing 

In the name of individual liberty. Yet on the ecology front, the old individual 

liberties are under sharp assault . The once-granted right to dig, cut, dam, 

trash, and pollute are no longer dispensed with abandon. 
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I call your attention to these struggles because they provide the 

cultural backdrop to the problem which concerns us here. Whatever solutions 

our society achieves, good or bad, will inevitably reflect and be a part of 

the larger ethos of the society, its attitudes, Its values, and, in particular, 

the way It resolves the age-old struggle between the Individual and the 

conmuntty. 

Let me try to translate this struggle in the context of the question 

before us: "Who should be born: Is procreation a right?" As it stands, the 

question is befuddled. 11Who should be born?11 raises different issues than the 

question 11 ls procreation a right?" 

To ask who should be born? Is to ask who has a right to be born, whom 

do we want to admit to the human community, and what conditions of health and 

normalcy need to be met to merit the title of human. Here the emphasis can go 

in two directions. First, it can go in favor of the person who is to be born, 

putting hts rights first, demanding tn turn that the community not set aside 

those rights tn the name of its own societal needs. This was the thinking, 

broadly taken, which lay behind anti-abortion statutes, and which would lie 

behind resistance to a eugenic use of new developments In the detection of 

genetic disease. A variant of this emphasis might well allow abortion under 

many circumstances, or even a mild foray into eugenics, so long as one condi

tion could be met. That condition would be the giving of a primacy to conflicts 

of Individual rights. Thus abortion would be allowable If It could be shown 

that the individual rights of the fetus were In conflict with the individual 

rights of the mother. In short, the only conflict to be admitted would be a 

conflict between or among individual rights and liberties. 

T 



A second direction Is, however, possible and increasingly apparent . 

This places the emphasis upon the needs of the conmunity and of society, rather 

than on individual liberties. Take the case of abortion for a fetal defect . 

Not long ago the main argument turned on whether It was the right of the 

mother or of the parents to choose abortion in the case of fetal defect in 

order to protect their own welfare and that of their existing family . Now 

the emphasis ts beginning to fall more heavily on whether the welfare of 

society as a whole is enhanced by abortion for fetal defects. Thus there are 

an Increasing number who would argue that even If an Individual coupld Is will

Ing to run the risk of bringing a defective child into the world, and to bear 

the psychological burden of caring for it, it would nonetheless be anti-social 

for them to do so. They would be imposing upon society all of the high costs 

which go with the care and raising of defectives. In short, the whole debate 

shifts from the arena of competing Individual liberties to that of the common 

good versus individual liberties. 

If this Is the case concerning the question who should be born, it 

is no less so with the question is procreation a right. The old argument turned 

on whether the right to procreate should be a matter left entirely to individual 

conscience, with individuals and couples set free of state Intervention in thei r 

procreative decisions. We know how that argument came out, with a decis ive 

triumph for that side which pressed for freedom of choice . The new argument, 

by contract, focusses its attention on the needs of the world and of particular 

.societies . Given an excessive population growth, and given the high costs of 

caring for both defective and unwanted children, an unrestricted right to pro

create has been sharply challenged. What may be i n the interes t s of individuals 

ts not necessarily in the interests of society or the future of the species . 

Thus some would argue that either indirect pressure of outright coercion be 

exercised against those who ~rocreatlve habits pose dangers to the common good. 



Tay-Sachs disease raises all of these questions, even lf, unlike some 

more prevalent genetic diseases, It only touches the lives of a comparatively 

small number of people. Three prototype positions can be sketched. First, It 

is possible to argue that even though Tay-Sachs disease Is fatal at a very 

early age, and though the care of an afflicted child Is expensive, and though 

the trauma of bearing such a child is severe, its right to life Is Inviolable. 

This line of argument would tell against the use of abortion to eliminate those 

fetuses in whom the disease has been detected by amniocentesis. It would also 

imply a social obligation to care for Tay-Sachs children. It would not, however, 

be Incompatible with efforts to detect carriers, married or unmarried, and urge 

them either not to marry or, If they do, not to have children. 

Second, it is possible to argue that carriers of the Tay-Sachs gene 

have as much right as anyone else to marry and as much right as anyone else to 

have children. Thus, if an afflicted fetus Is discovered, It should be the 

right of the parents to elect an abortion and, subsequently, to procreate again 

In the hope of having a normal child. For those parents who decided to bear an 

affected child, society would have an obligation to do what It could to help 

them care for the child. 

Third, it is possible to argue that while carriers of Tay-Sachs may 

have a right to marry, and may have a right to procreate, they do not have the 

right to bring into the world a Tay-Sachs child. Thus they would have an obli

gation to undergo whatever tests were necessary for the detection of carriers 

and of affected fetuses, and an obligation to abort any afflicted fetuses. The 

, grounds for this position could be two-fold: that it is a wrong toward the child 

himself to allow his birth Into a life which portends inevitable suffering and 

death; or that it is wrong to inflict upon society the costs, that, in the end, 

It will be bound to bear in caring for the child . It would, therefore, be appro-

priate for society to exert either severe pressure against irresponsible parents 

• 



or to directly coerce them. 

Variants on these three positions are of course conceivable, but I 

will leave them aside. It is more important, I believe, to see If we can isolate 

the range of consistent and reasonable Integrated positions which mlght be taken 

toward the disease. For these purposes, we can also leave aside the fact that 

the disease most heavily affects Ashkenazl Jews, and that, within the Jewish 

community, abortion in on the whole seen as a morally acceptable option In the 

case of detected disease in the fetus. Other genetlc diseases, which affect 

much larger and more diverse communities, will raise more difficult social issues. 

One major flaw in most discussions of the larger problem of who should 

be born and the right to procreate Is that quite disparate elements are often 

lumped together, as if they all raised the same kinds of problems . The first 

step necessary in clarifying the issues Is to sort them out. The most Important 

distinction concerns the different participants In the problem. There is the 

child himself, the family of the child, and the larger society. A failure to 

distinguish among the rights and obligations of each is the source of considerable 

confusion. It is not enough to say in a rather loose way, that a Tay-Sacs 

child (or a mongoloid) should not be born because the child will suffer, because 

he will cause the parents to suffer, and that, anyway, the financial costs of 

caring for such a child are terribly h1gh. 

The reasons for not talking In this loose, all-inclusive fashion should 

be evident. If an affected fetus has a right to be born and to 11ve, then this 

right cannot lightly be set aside simply on the grounds that the child will cause 

the partnts to suffer; It has not been part of our tradition to deprive others 

of life because of the burdens they Impose on those around them. Moreover, it has 

increasingly been thought the function of government to protect 11ves and, 
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through use of the p°"'er of taxation, to raise such funds as may be necessary 

to support those whose lives are disadvantaged. 

From quite another perspective, even If one gran~s parents the right 

to decide whether or not to abort an affected child, this right would become all 

but meaningless If there did not exist the option of care for a child not aborted . 

The existence of societal support for the parents of defective children is nec

essary if they are to have any freedom of choice at all. Finally, If we speak 

of the Interest of society, they are varied: there is the interest of allowing 

people freedom of choice, the Interest of protecting the welfare of the present 

and future generations, the interest of avoiding the Introduction Into society 

of a predication or rights based solely on cost-benefit calculations. 

I do not mean to deny that there can be genuine conflicts of rights 

and Interests. The right to life of a fetus can conflict with the rights of 

parents and their children to their own life, either physically or psychologically. 

The rights of society to its own preservation can conflict with the rights of 

fetuses and parents. What I do want to deny_ is that, If individual and social 

decisions are to be made, they can be made without the taking of care to 

specify exactly what rights and interests are at stake and how. 

When we ask, 11who should be born?" what exactly are we asking? Are 

we asking whether there Is some ideal child who should be born, one without spot 

or blemish, aberration or defect? If so, one must then ask whose standards of 

normalcy and perfection should be followed? And, beyond that, we must also ask 

just what the very idea of a perfect or normal children means. Does it mean 

that only their lives are worthy of respect, that to be normal signifies not just 



health but some normative super value-laden state of affairs, whereby the 

worthy and the unworthy are to be sorted out. If so, is this the kind of society 

we want to Jive in? And how far ls the idea to be pressed--to the point of deny

ing those who would bring a defective child Into the world the right to do so, 

thus, predicating any right to procreate on the quality of the child likely to 

issue from that procreation? And how far are we to go in adding up the costs 

of the care of defective children? Are we to do the adding independently of 

the costs of everything else we do in society? It is said to cost $30,000-

$40,000 a year to care for a Tay-Sachs child. Is this really very expensive 

in an affluent society, or is It expensive only because our expenditure on 

other dubious ventures--the Vietnamese war, for instance--are so prodigious? 

These are only questions, and my own answers are not terribly important. 

What strikes me, however, is that these questions are so rarely asked. Perhaps 

in the case of Tay-Sachs there are credible answers--that is a disease which is 

little known and little discussed. But when I hear discussions of other diseases, 

say Down's Syndrome, I am not encouraged by the kinds of answers our society is 

increasingly prone to serve up. am told, for instance, that we owe it to the 

fetus to abort it if it has Down's Syndrome. Yet when I read of the actualities 

of Down's Syndrome it becomes clear that most mongoloids are happy, that many 

have a minimally adequate intelligence level, that many can be trained for simple 

jobs, that they are capable of giving and responding to affection. 

That does not sound like a li.fe of suffering to me. Perhaps, though, 

it means a life of suffering for the parents. But, if so, then that is a very 

different matter; a riddance of the mongoloid serves the parents and not nec

essarily the child himself. That should be said and very clearly, at least so 
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that we might know Just what Is really at stake. Even In the case of Tay-Sachs 

disease, far more severe than Down's. Syndrome, the suffering of the child Itself 

ls apparently not great; the course~of the disease beings a mercifully quick de

generation of cognitive and ·affectlve faculties; the Qreatest suffering ls on the 

part of the parents. myself would feel that the parents would have a moral 

right t~ turn to abor~lon in that case and for those reasons. But I would hope 

that no one would be fooled Into. thinking we were really acting for the sake of 

the child. Nor that anyone would be 'fooled Into thinking that we were doing 

anything other than taking the life of the fetus In order to preserve the welfare 

of the parents. 

I began this pap~r by suggesting that they way In which the question 

before us will be resolved wllJ : be closely related to the way society decides 

in the future to weigh the rights of individuals against the rights of society. 
+ • 

I doubt that any happy balance can be ac~l,ved; all solutions are bound to be 

temporary, just as they have always been In the history of mankind. But until 

someone has presented far stronger arguments than any now available on the over

riding rights and Interests of society In the case of genetic -disease·, I believe 

we can live with the present bias toward Individual rights. It Is difficult and 

painful enough to try resolv.lng conflicts between lndlvldual rights; we have 

hardly learned ho,1 to do even that much. To thrust that quest a~lde In the name 
' 

of some nebulous greater social good--the money we could save . if we did not as a 

society have to support defectives, as a most notorious example--would bring few 

benefits and much harm. 
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Nothing seems to me more hazardous than ventures to improve the human 

lot by short-cut methods, and to base these methods on Idealized notions of 

healthy and normal human beings. It has taken us many generations to even 

begin tolerating the idea that human beings are different, and unique, and to 

begin bearing each other's burdens. To set all that aside would be an immeasur

able loss. There seems to me only one answer to the question of "Who should be 

born7 11 Human beings. To say more than that, to specify what kind of human 

beings, presumes a wisdom we do not have, and a more arrogance we should not 

court. 



• 
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ESSAY FOR PANEL NUMBER 1 

.James P. Crov 
Genetics Building, / 

Uni~ersity of · Wtacon■tn -
Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

Tay-Sachs disease is a particularly_good example for discussion. But I 

should emphasize at the outset that it is far from typical; very few diseases 

are so well understood. We should keep in mi~d that we are discussing a situa

tion that is somewhat idealized, but which may serve as a paradigm for other 

diseases as more information accumulates. 

Tay-Sachs disease is caused by a recessive gene. A child who receives an 

abnormal gene from each parent, and therefore has the gene in a double dose, 

develops the disease. Persons who have only a single abnomal gene, the other 

member of the pair being nonnal, are themselves normal. If they marry other 

carriers like themselves, one-fourth of the children are expected to develop 

the disease. 

The affected child is normal at the time of birttt. After a few months he 

has a progressive loss of vision, along with a gradual mental and physical 

deterioration that continues until the child eventually dies at the age of two 

or three years. The cost of caring for such a child may run into tens of thousands 

of dollars. One estimate for the average cost is around $25,000 • 

. The chemical deficiency is an inab'il"ity to produce the enzyine, hexo

seaminidase (hex A). A person with one normal and one abnormal gene produces 

half the normal amount. 'Since the·re is; a simple and accurate quantitative test 

for this enzyme, persons ·who ar·e themselves normal but who carry a 'hidden gene 

for Tay-Saens disease are easily . detected by having o~ly half the nonnal amount 

of enzyme, (The enzyme· is apparently produced in 'sufficient excess of the · · 

minimal need that a person with half the normat· amourit is still perfectly nealthy; 

this is true for many metabolic ·diseise's : ) The test · involves only drawing a small 

amount of blood. 
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The child who is destined to develop the disease can be detected at birth 

by the absence of the enzyme. More important, the disease can be detected 

during the fourth month of pregnancy by removing some of the amniotic fluid 

surrounding the foetus. This means that the afflicted foetus can be detected 

in time for therapeutic abortion. 

The other special feature of this disease is that it is found in especially 

high frequency in Jews of eastern European origin and only with extreme rarity 

in other populations. The proportion of affected genes in the Jewish population 

is about 1/60. 

Letting p stand for the proportion of affected genes, I can write: 

Proportion of abnormal genes: 

Proportion of affected children: 

Proportion of normal carriers of the gene: 

Proportion of couples who. are both carriers: 

Proportion 

In symbols 

p 

2 
p 

2p(l-p) · 

2 [2p(l-p)) 

Economic Considerations 

Rough numerical 
value 

1/60 

1/3600 

1/30 · 

,1/900 

The first question that I would like to ask is purely economic: What 

is the cost of screening the population. relative ~o .the cost of caring for 

affected children? To prevent the disease the e~tire population (or .all married 

couples) must be screened. If· the ,cost of treatment for _a .ca_se is $25,000, then 

with a preventable incidenc~ of 1/3600, .a s_creening progrl!,m .wol!_ld ,b.e ,economically 

feasible if the cost .per test ,~er~ (i/3600) ($25,000), .or: ,about "$7.. I. don't know 

what the actual cost is, ~ut s_urely w_hen the economies of larg_e-scale operation 

are taken into account, it c~uld ·b~ done for substantially . le~s tha,n $7.00. 
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Thus, even if humanitarian consider,tions are ignored, a program of 

screening which leads to prevention of the idsease is economically feasible in 

the Jewish population. However, it is not in other populations where the incidence 

is much lower. (It might become feasible to screen for several very rare condi

tions if multiple tests can be made from the same blood sample.) 

What can be done when carriers are detected? 

If the population is scfeened and carriers of the defective gene are 

detected, what possibilities are open (in addition to simply ignoring this 

information)? There are at least four things: 

(1) If screening is done before marriage, known carriers can avoid 

marrying each other. 

(2) A married couple who are both carriers can avoid having any children. 

(3) A carrier woman can be artificially inseminated with sperm from a non

carrier. 

(4) The carrier couple can have all foetuses tested and abort those 

who are affected, which on the average will be 1/4 of all pregnancies. 

Any one of these procedures, if carried out systematically, could reduce 

the -incidence of the disease to practically zero. 

What would be the consequences for future generations? 

I shall continue to discuss Tay-Sachs disease, but the same principles 
. . 

would apply to other recessive diseases. It is not know what accounts for the 

unusual high frequency of Tay-Sachs in the Jewish p9pulation. It is very unlikely 

that the mutation rate is any different. It is possible that for some obscure 

reason carriers of the g!!Re ar~ mor~ viable or fertile, now or more likely some 

time _in the past. It ~Y. b~ .. ~urely a chance occurrence; the gene happened to be 

carried by some early foµn~er of the popµ~atio~ _who had a large nt.1'1ber of descendants. 



It is a good guess thi1t, if there has been a mechanism for· maintaining a high 

frequency it is n'o longer relev·ant, and· that ·the disease is slowly· decreasing 

as affected children die and therefore ·do not reproduce. I shall assume this 

for convenience of discussion, · altho.~gh whether the gene is increasing or decreasing 

has no appreciable affect on the comparat.ive . consequences 'of various courses 

of action. 

(1) Avoidance of marriage between carriers. ·othe'r things being · equal 

' . 

(in particular, assuming that carriers survive, marry, and reproduce at the same 

rate as non-carriers) there will be no ne't seiective .diange in the gene frequency. 

(2) Carrier couples avoid having chil"dren. This will. reduce the gene 

frequency next generation by approximately 2p, or 1/30. If the population next 

generatio'n reverted to the practice of ~rrying at random ·and reproducing -as 

formerly, the disease incidence would be reduced by· a fraction of about 4p, that 

is from about 1/3600 to 0.93/3600. 

(3) Artificial insemination of carrier women. This would also reduce the 

gene frequency next generation because the carrier ' husb~nd's genes would not be 

transmitted." The effect would be h~lf as great ' as in case (2) whe're neither 

carrier parent transmitted genes. Thus the gene frequency would be .reduced by 

p, or 1/60. The disease' incidence would" be re°d'uiced' by 2p, 'from li3600 to 0.97/3600. 

(4) Ali abnormal fetuses aborted~ This, of cours'e '; has exac'tly" 'the sam"e '. 

consequenc·e as if the children were born and died ''in · childhood. · The g·~e 

~ I • '.,1· I 'i •. - , ~ ~ I 

frequency· is reduced by a fracfion approximately p. (This is half as large as 

(2) because half of th·e abn~rmal g'en~s'' t'ranimitt~a· by the p~rents'• are in; carrier 

fetuses.) • The disease incidence n~~-. g~~rati~ri; is'• ~·edq·~~a •. ;,~r: in , {3)~ tb o. 9·7 /3600: 

., • • t • I ' ..._ ... • ~. • · .._ • • - • C:, L •' :,'.: t I -:; 

However there is a possible compl'ication, depending "on- how· the" paH~nts behave 

.-. ~ t ' 1 r I • :,_. ... "" ' • • ._ ., -./ • ' • !. "'!I -, I(. • r • "'; - r .... r 1 4 ! 

after an abo'rtion. If aborted fetuses· are· repiac·ed by a sulis'eqt.ieni:· pt'egnancy· 

and the parents thus continue until they produce the same number of surviving, 

I 
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normal children as other parents, then the rate of harmful gene elimination is 

only 2/3 as large. The frequency next generation would be reduced by 2p/3. 

The disease incidence next generation would be· reduced by 4p/3, or to 0._98/3600. 

Whether the actual gene frequency will increase or decrease, for any 

particular gene, depends also on other factors such as mutation and possible 

subtle forms of selection. But the results above would be superimposed on 

whatever general trends are occurring other than by human intervention. 

The striking result, in my opinion, is that there ts~ very much 

difference among these. Eugenically, the best is for carrier couples to avoid 

all children and the worst is conscious marriage choice so that all carriers 

marry non carriers, but they differ by less than one case in 50,000. Presumably 

the same techniques will be available next generation as now. 

Which course is preferable? 

In my view, any of the above practices is appropriate. I see no reason why 

the individual should not be able to make a choice, 

It is entirely consistent with my ethical system, which gives primary 
. 

emphasis . to humanitarian considerations, to detect affected fetuses and 

abort them. A family who does not wish to do this has the altematives of 

' 
artificial insemination or abst~tion from reproduction. 

To state my views on the specific questions asked by those planning this 

symposium: 

(1) Should there 'be a mandatory genetic test before marriage to detect 

genetically based disease? Not yet, but perhaps in the future when the number of 

diseases for which there is a detectable carrier state increases . It might well 

be feasible for high risk groups, such as Tay-Sachs in Jews or sickl_e cell hemo-



globin in blacks; but I am not yet ready to. advocate that this be compulsory. 

(2) If prospective partners to a marriage are both found to be carriers 

of a genetically based disease, should they be permitted to be married? Yes, 

but counselled. 

(3) If permitted •to be married, should they be p~rmitted to have children, 

given the problem of. genetic subversion of t~e gene pool? As I said above, ,.., 
the change in the gene.pool is not larte -- in~opinion so small that i111Dediate 

humanitarian considerations are of greater moment. ~ say that they should be 

told of the risk and of the possibilities . for averting this through abstention; 

abortion, or artificial insemination; but I am not in favor of their being 

compelled to follow any of these. 

(4) If the genetically based disease is discovered only after pregnancy has 

begun, is genetic abortion morally acceptable? Yes, indeed. 

(5) Given the high cost for institutional care in the final years of the 

child's life, does society have an interest in terms of social inequitites in 

preventing the birth of these kinds of children? Yes, it does. 

(6) Could not the $25,000 per year be u~ed with much greater social benefit 

for children of poverty backgrounds? Yes, ~nd ~n many other ways. 

My ove~all view of the e~hics of this is ~hat society does have a legitimate 

interest in reducing the incidence of genetic disease, both for humanitarian 

reasons where· the victim and his i11111ediate family are concerned and because of 

the great economic and SOfial costs. r Th~ hardest questions, I believe, are the , . 

extentto which this interest should be forced.on~~~ ~amily
1
c~nc~rned. I hope 

that full genetic counseling will have a subs~antial statistical effect, but I . ' 
recognize the special problem ~hat_ arise~ w~en _the prospective parents are not 

sufficiently intelligent or educated to understand the implications. 

♦ 
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In this case the erosion of the gene pool of the population is not 

greatly affected by different practices. But {his is not always true when the 

result is a repair of the condition, so that the affected person is able to 

• t survive and reproduce. Then there is the more difficult question of how much 

society should interfere with the reproductive freedoms of this generation in . . 
order to have a better supply of genes in future generations. 

. . 
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